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Introduction



I first heard about Bernard Stiegler at meetings of the Copyleft Attitude group, a
group of French artists who created the Licence Art Libre (Free Art License), an
equivalent of free software licenses, but for artworks.  At the time, it was the first
of such licenses. Creative Commons licenses came later. Bernard Stiegler was at
this  moment  the  only  true  philosopher  of  free  software  in  France  and  more
generally the only serious philosopher of digital technologies and the Internet. He
was creating new thoughts on what was in the process of happening. I read him
immediately.  And  I  quickly  realized  that  Stiegler  was  much  more  broadly  a
philosopher of technology. A rare species1, because Culture - not only the so said
"Western  Culture"  -  was  and  remains  heir  to  Plato,  ignores  and  despises
technology as well  as  its  main users,  i.e.  the workers.  From its  beginnings  in
ancient Greece, philosophy has been a class thought, a thought of slavers. With a
few exceptions, including Karl Marx, it has largely remained so.

Stiegler saw digital technologies as as important as the invention of speech and
writing. But he had inherited from the ancient Greeks the notion of pharmaka, that
is  to  say things  which,  depending on how they are used,   may be poisons  or
remedies 2. At the time, the WWW essentially appeared as a remedy, and far from
being the kind of technology marvel as the journalists were singing, it was first of
all  a  wonderful  global  collaboration  where  millions  of  people  had  joined,
spontaneously and free of charge,  to create  content  in all  areas  of knowledge.
There had already been network computing experiences3 but they had developed
little because nothing is sadder than an empty network.

But of course, digital technologies  are pharmaka, and the masters of the world
immediately set about turning the WWW into poison. They appropriated what a
few  technicians  had  offered  to  the  people,  to  transform  it  into  a  power  of
oppression.  This  theft  was  first  called  Web  2.0,  then  "social  networks",  then
Amazon, then Uber and a thousand other traps, highly harmful to the freedom and
mental sanity of human beings.

The world has never lacked prophets of doom shouting at any time that "this will
all end badly."4 The end of the 20th century and the beginning of the 21st have
largely illustrated this universal rule, and faced with the installation of the disaster
that  they  themselves  had  announced,  the  prophets  of  doom  have,  as  usual,
illustrated  themselves  by  their  total  inaction,  their  complete  absence  of  the

1 Other examples are André Leroi-Gourhan, Gilbert Simondon and of course, Karl Marx.

2 This is obviously the case with drugs, hence the word pharmacy. 

3 For example the Minitel in France, and the Internet itself before the WWW. 

4 And it is true that everything ends badly because in the end we die. 



smallest  support5 to  those  who  nevertheless  were  fighting  the  private
appropriation of a common good of Humanity by Capitalism6.

This was not the case with Stiegler who, on the contrary, through his work and
many books attempted to analyze in  detail  the process of planned generalized
stupidity inaugurated by the printed press, then continued by radio, television, and
finally by means of digital technologies ...
Thinking and books hence, but not only. Because Stiegler is obviously not only a
philosopher but a man of action too, since he began his philosophical career with a
hold-up of the very bank which had refused him a loan to operate the Jazz club he
had created17. As a consequence of this adventure and a couple of others, he spent
5 years in prison8, which gave him food for thought and enabled him to obtain a
PhD in philosophy in 19939.

From 1984 to 2006 he held,  in various public institutions, several positions of
director of research and studies in the area of digital technologies implementation
in the public domain, then that of deputy director of the National Audio-visual
Institute10,  director  of  the  Institute  for  Acoustic  /  Music  Research  and
Coordination11, director of cultural development of the Pompidou Center, member
of the National Digital Council, etc.
As  soon  as  one  gets  to  know Stiegler  a  little,  one  realizes  that  the  different
positions where he happened to work essentially constituted for him means of
acting and transforming the world.

Well…  I  shall  have  to  be  forgiven  for  having  had  to  briefly  recall  Bernard
Stiegler's biography, but  the notice devoted to him in English Wikipedia being
currently appallingly poor, I hence had no other choice. However, the list of works
by Stiegler provided in this Wikipedia notice is valuable.

Let us now come to Stiegler's text that this introduction aims to present. This text
is the final pages  of the afterword to Stiegler's seminal book, La Technique et le

5 Not to more simply say their direct and fierce opposition.

6 Unfortunately it must be noted a good number of surrealists did not even notice what was 
happening and did not move a finger to oppose it.

7 He previously had worked in quite a number of various trades such as agricultural worker, 
waiter, goat breeder, restaurant owner, etc.

8 From 1978 to 1983

9 Under the direction of Jacques Derrida

10 Institut National de l’Audiovisuel (INA), the national institute responsible for archiving audio 
and visual works in France.

11 Institut de Recherche et Coordination Acoustique-Musique, (IRCAM) created by Pierre 
Boulez and other musicians.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bernard_Stiegler


Temps (Technology and Time). Stiegler never stopped adding to this book all his
life long, and this afterword dates from March 2017. 
As I often approach books by their end, I first (and only) read the last 3 pages and
I immediately found several references to surrealism. This was very unusual. I
was strongly struck by the fact that this man, of whom I after all happened to read
a dozen books, this  man who never ceased to fight programmed stupidity and
ignorance, finally concludes that the only possible (intellectual) way out of the
ongoing disaster, is surrealism.
More exactly a surrealism, a technically armed surrealism, encyclopedic, open to
technology, its risks and its struggles, a surrealism determined to not only dream,
but just as much to realize its dreams. A surrealism determined to work the world.
To transform it.

Bernard Stiegler died on August 5, 2020 with the clarity of suicide. He was 15
days younger than I. I sometimes  happened to argue with him, without boredom
on  either  side.  The  only  title  that  I  ever  mentioned  about  myself  when
approaching him was "surrealist".

Note:
Given the loathsome jargon of postmodernists of which Stiegler was a student,  I took
Stiegler's  text  in  its  original  "Postmodernist  French"  version,  then  translated  it  into
ordinary French in the form of footnotes, finally translated the whole thing into English. I
hope that one will nevertheless perceive in it, the mixture of immense despair and hope
that Stiegler reveals to those who can read it under the ugly and tortured  arabesques of
postmodernist language.
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